
 
  
  
 All scripture is inspired by God… 
 
 At a national youth event several years ago at NaCoMe, I invited one of the adult 
participants to read scripture for evening worship. The text was Psalm 139, which many 
of you will recognize as a beautiful first-person prayer of the psalmist to God: 
 
 O LORD, you have searched me and known me. 
 You know when I sit down and when I rise up; 
 and you discern my thoughts from far away… 
 
 As she was reading the text, she began crying. She was choking up, stopping every 
few seconds to gather herself. It went on like that through the last line: “I come to the 
end, I am still with you.”  
 
 Then she sat down. 
 
 I stood up to preach, knowing that the sermon had already begun with the tears I 
saw still spotting the pulpit.  
 
 All scripture is inspired by God, says the writer of 2 Timothy many hundreds if not 
thousands of years after the psalmist’s prayer. And here, two thousand years after that, in 
the open-air chapel at NaCoMe, we saw that inspiration in the tear-stained eyes of a 
reader of that ancient text and heard it in her broken voice. 
 
 All scripture is inspired by God. She said she did not know why she was crying, 
but, nevertheless, the moment stayed with her, and all of us, in a way that brought the 
psalmist’s voice across the millennia to that profound present. 
 
 Rowan Williams would say that in listening to the scripture in the company of 
others we were listening for God, we were looking for ourselves in the story, and that 
God spoke to us all in a way that imprinted that belonging deep in our minds and hearts. 
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He reminds us that the Bible is not a book, but a library of books comprised of law codes, 
wisdom literature, hymnbooks, poetry, chronicles, letters, visionary records, and radical 
polemics/indictments against enemies. As 2 Timothy says, scripture is “useful for 
teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness…” 
 
 But it all comes back to the word “inspired.” Inspired does not mean transcribed; it 
does not suggest that God reached down the Divine hand and wrote the words, nor does it 
suggest God somehow took over the bodies and minds of the writers and magically took 
them out of their very human contexts. But neither does it mean that the Bible is a 
“merely human” document that has nothing to say to us from God. No, inspired means, it 
seems to me, that the Spirit of God was at work in the lives of the people who wrote what 
became scripture in such a way that the words they wrote so long ago communicate 
something of God’s will and God’s way.  
 
  Williams says the Bible is primarily a story, a parable, or a series of parables that 
God wants us to hear. Parables as Jesus told them were intended to have an effect, to 
“draw you in and make you think about yourself in relation to God.” We read in the Bible 
a host of stories about how people heard God and responded to God, and through them 
God asks us, “Where are you in this?” 
 
 When you find yourself in the story, you might respond by weeping your way 
through it, surprised by grace. Of course, there are other possible responses as well.  
 
 When Jesus comes to his hometown synagogue, he is asked to read scripture. He 
chooses from the library available to him and reads from the prophet Isaiah. The words 
he reads about the Spirit of the LORD being upon the writer, anointing him to bring good 
news to the poor, release to the captives, sight to the blind, and liberation to the 
oppressed. His sermon begins with simple, affirming words, “Today this scripture has 
been fulfilled in your hearing.” 
 
 They are thrilled with the hometown boy. He comes bringing good news. They are 
the special hearers of this prophecy. They believe they know what it means. But they are 
not prepared for what comes next. Jesus tells two stories from within the Hebrew Bible 
about Elijah and Elisha that involved God’s favor and welcome being extended to 
Gentiles. Jesus locates the other in their own story, widens the circle of God’s grace 
beyond that synagogue in Nazareth, and it is more than they can bear. They respond by 
taking him to the edge of a cliff, intending to throw him off. 
 
 Scripture, it turns out, when read and proclaimed, can elicit all kinds of responses. 
When scripture upsets the order that we work so hard to maintain, when the story it tells 



infringes on all the stories we tell ourselves, we can resist its inspiration, sometimes 
violently. 
 
 After all, scripture has been used to justify genocide, the enslavement of human 
beings, the subjugation of women, the rejection of LGBTQ persons, war and other forms 
of violence, and so on. It has only been as the Spirit, working in each generation of 
listeners, has inspired anew through these ancient texts, that we have located ourselves 
and others differently in the story, that we have dared to believe God still speaks. 
 
 God still speaks. God still speaks through these texts. God still inspires those who 
hear these words. God still instructs us through the community of faith’s open and 
respectful engagement with the words and with one another to make all things new. 
 
 I so value this congregation’s approach to scripture, your willingness to study it 
with one another in a spirit of humility and openness to learn from God and one another, 
in your commitment to staying together in the midst of sometimes disagreements over the 
meaning of scripture for our time, and especially for the ways you embody John Calvin’s 
rule when reading scripture – the rule of love – or as he says elsewhere, the lens of grace. 
 
 That’s what will keep us resilient in this time of massive change and widespread 
suffering and uncertainty – the belief that the scriptures are best read through the lens of 
Jesus Christ, which is to say through the lens of God’s incarnate, suffering love, God’s 
grace, and that when we read it this way, we will locate ourselves again and again, on the 
side of a love that widens God’s welcome, expands God’s community, heals God’s 
people, and makes all things new.  
 
 This is your story and mine. If tears come as you hear it, let them come. If 
righteous anger wells up in you, let it wash over you and set your feet to marching. If a 
love that is inexpressible and inexhaustible lifts your heart to imagine a church as open 
and as wide and as deep as God’s grace, let your heart be lifted into that glorious realm. 
The story leads us even now, in deep hope, to God’s love poured out. Let us not stop 
wrestling with scripture till we see ourselves in it, and thereby find our way home. Amen. 


